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1.0 Introduction
This is the design report on a project that is
intended to discover a cultural group that we have
no correlations with. We had to explore different
design options that fits with the theme “collapsible
space”, and finalize on a product in the end of the
project. Our group choose heavily tattooed individuals as our cultural group in the very beginning. Since
this is a cultural group that none of our members
had interception with. After researching more into
this group, we have realized that it would lead to a
group that has no specific traits that we can design
for. Heavily tattooed individuals can be anyone, and
we would not be able to spot them out in the streets.
The major problem that this has on the project was
because of how “normal” the group turned out to

be. The project would lose its purpose of discovering and understanding a “foreign” group if the group
was completely normal. It would be rather difficult
to design a product that is suited for this group, because that would mean anything goes. Therefore we
changed the topic group to tattoo artists. For the last
three months, ethnographic research was done to
learn everything about this group and an end product was developed for it.

The report is broken down into four main
sections: research stage, ideation stage, iteration
stage and implementation stage. Each stage is broken down into finer sections that recorded every
step that our group took to reach the final design.
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2.0 Background
Tattoo artists, historically has been misjudged as
rebellious and trouble-seeking. This was mainly
caused by the history of how tattoo got popular in
the western society. Negative associations such as
gangsters, criminals, circus freak shows and the
holocaust casted a shadow over this occupation
for over a century. Things have long changed since
those times and the tattoo industry has been reborn
since the 1980s after its popularization among celebrities. The occupation of tattoo artists has slowly
risen from the underground illegal studios to a regular street side shop.

Although the occupation is still clouded with tags of
violence, alcohol and gangs. But the truth is, tattoo
artists are just regular hard-working people that
cares about their clients. Sure that they have a job
that is involved pain and blood, but anyone can own
a tattoo nowadays. This occupation is becoming a
popular one, the good pay and satisfying the hunger
of creativity made it an attractive choice for teenagers. But here is the catch, you will have almost no
free time, and there is a lot of stress on your mind
and body. The process of a tattoo session requires
long periods of physical stamina and absolute focus.
Sometimes it gets hard to care for your clients when

they are outside of the tattoo studio. There is only so
much you can help them with, and so little time for
each. The keyword here is CARE.
From our interviews with both the tattoo artists,
their managers and their clients we received a very
throughout look on the whole process of tattooing.
One of the common themes that was repeatedly
mentioned was the importance of care. Due to the
nature of the job, tattoo artists are very stressed.
But due to reputation and the culture of the art, they
stay “cool” on the outside while their job requires
them to be very sensitive. That is one of the dilemmas that we discovered. Making the whole situation
more relaxing is intuitive in this occupation. And
most artists are very empathetic people, but they
simply do not have the energy to attend to their
clients outside of the tattoo chair. This is where we
narrowed down on our problem to tackle:
“How can we make the tattoo experience more controlled and confortable holistically for both the tattoo artist and the client.”
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3.1 Research Phase

Summary of key findings throughout research phase

3.1. Research Phase
3.1.1 Selfmapping and
Choose of Cultural
Group
First thing we did in the beginning of this project was to make
self-mapping with things we
like, dislike and don’t even talk
about.
It helped us to find what cultural group are we going to work on
and who are we going to work
with. We chose tattooed people.

3.1.4 Tattoo Styles

3.1.2 Stereotypes

3.1.3 Personas

We did some brainstorming sessions about how we imagine
tattooed people. Then we made a
moodboard showing stereotypical people with tattoos.
We did this before we went into
researches, so that we could
compare how we saw our cultural group in beginning and after
getting know it.

After choosing cultural group we
made some personas. It was not
based on any researches, just our
stereotypes and first thoughts
we get when we think about people with lots of tattoos. We made
their life stories and what they
like, what they do.
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One of the first things we did to
get to know our chosen cultural
group was to research types of
tattoo and learn about tattooing
process.
Pictures shows three tattoo styles, that are most popular ones
(based on tattoo artists we have
visited).
From left to right: Sketch style,
Old School style and Black & Grey
style

3.1. Research Phase
3.1.5 Brief History of Tattoo

3300 B.C

Otzi Iceman with
57 tattoos

1870

2160 B.C

Tattoo were common
in Ancient Egypt

First American tattoo shop
opens and British tattoo artists opens a studio

1891

1766

James Cook makes references
to the word ”tattoo”

O’Reilly invents the first
tattoo machine

1939

Sailors and soldiers popularize tattoos
in Europe during the 19th century

Jews were branded with
tattoos during the Holocaust
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1800

1950

Hippie movement bears
tattoos

1850

Circus brings
out tattoos

3.1. Research Phase
3.1.6 Meeting people with tattoos
In addition to people at tattoo studious, we also
interviewed some others. Three of our interviewed people are Paul, Jane and Thomas (names
are changed).

All of our interviewed subjects were very creative. They liked arts, handcrafts, design. They all
had many of tattoos, but those where easy yo cover. They have shared their experience with us,
and where very helpful by answering questions
during our project.
Thomas (pictures to the right) has many big
tattoos. He prefers those rather than having
many small tattoos that are not connected together. He calls tattoos ”an expressive artform” for
him.

to. From his 20’s he became more interested in
tattoo culture. Then, for the next two years, he
was getting a new tattoo every month after salary.
His tattoos are of traditional sailor type. It is very
important for him to have same theme, since,
according to Paul, it looks much better. He also
means that ”it wouldn’t be the same without
pain. It feels more real, more serious. You have
to sacrifies.”

Paul got his first tattoo when he was 18. He
wanted to do something parents were against
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Both Paul and Thomas tells that it is easy to forget that they have tattoos.

Third one of eople we were in contact with is
Jane. We have been so lucky to have a chance to
follow her journey while she took her new tattoo
(look at 4.2.2. Journey Map).

3.1. Research Phase
3.1.7 Visiting Tattoo Studious
Five tattoo studious was visited
during this project:
•
•
•
•
•

Old Bastard Tattoo
Attitude Tattoo
Uncle Max Tattoo
Timeless Tattoo
Blue Arms Tattoo

Tattoo studious are those places
where it is easiest to meet people
with more than average amount
of tattoos. Tattoo artist work hard
every day and meets many different
people. They have lots of stories to
tell and they are those who know
most about tattoo culture, since
they have dedicated their lives to
this type of art.

is good at.
After visiting those studious it became clear that each of them are
unique, and each artist have their
own specific style. However, there
were observed some similarities.
All studious care about their customers. They want experience to
be comfortable. Space around tattoo chairs and equipment must
be sterile. But not all studious had
private spaces, to cover client while
tattooing. Every studio also seemed
to have solution for emergency situations, but not something that is
clear defined.

Every tattoo studio is different. The
main style of studio depends on
artists working there. Some of bigger studious, such as Timeless and
Attitude, have divided personal
spaces for each artist. When client
comes to tattoo studio, he/she can
see those spaces, decorated with
drawing, pictures and some interior
detail. All this decor tells the client
that type of tattoo this specific artist
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3.1. Research Phase
3.1.8 Cultural Group - Our Findings

Today it is more acceptable to have
a tattoo, than it was many years ago.
And there are many people who has
at least one tattoo. Our group chose
to narrow down chosen cultural
group and focus more on tattoo artists. They seemed to have more similarities than people with tattoos in
general.
Tattoo artists tends to have not more
than a higher education. They are artistic and creative. Their job is their
life, and they are very good at what
they do.
Tattoo artists needs to be very em-

pathetic. They deal with different
people every day and listens to many
stories of people’s lives. Every customer is different, and every day at
works brings new chal-lenges. Their
job is tiring and requires to be very
focused.
Even though artists must be focus
and alert at their job, accidents do
happen. Not all studios give proper
training on how to be prepared in
emergency situations. Most artists
trains themselves after the first incident. Since getting a tattoo requires
a lot energy, customer can become
dizzy, even pass out.
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3.2. Ideation Phase
3.2.1. Wordcloud

3.2.2. Systemizing Findings

Based on interviews and researches we’ve done, we made a
wordcloud. It shows most key words that describes out chosen cultural group.

Based on interviews and researches we’ve done, we made a
word cloud. It shows most key words that describes out chosen cultural group.

Tattooing process is also inseparable with pain, blood and
healing period. Many of our interview objects says that “it
wouldn’t be the same without pain”.

Tattooing process is also inseparable with pain, blood and
healing period. Many of our interview objects says that “it
wouldn’t be the same without pain”.

Characteristics such as trust, respect and empathy are one
of the most important. Connection between artist and client
is often very strong. Artist takes care of client during whole
process. He/she must be aware in case anything happens,
and tries to make experience for the client more comfortable.

Characteristics such as trust, respect and empathy are one
of the most important. Connection between artist and client
is often very strong. Artist takes care of client during whole
process. He/she must be aware in case anything happens,
and tries to make experience for the client more comfortable.
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3.2. Ideation Phase
3.2.3. Journey Maps
There has been made two journey
maps, based on interview with tattee Jane.
First journey map (bottom left)
illustrates step by step typical journey of a customer, from booking the
tattoo appointment to leaving the
studio.

Second version of journey map
(bottom right) illustrates good and
bad points through the tattooing experience. Green check points represent positive thoughts through the
customer experience. Red exes represent the negative thoughts and experiences. Journey starts on the left
and ends on the right.

This circular process includes all important steps of getting a tattoo process. It is impossible to imagine this
process without steps like setting up
area that is going to be tattooed, getting ready and healing time.

If customer finds him/herself satisfied, he/she will be more likely to
come back and go through the circular process again.
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These journey maps were helpful
to emphasize with the customers,
learn about process and know more
of what one who gets a tattoo thinks
and feels during the process.
It was great insight to create the best
possible caring product in the future.

3.2. Ideation Phase
3.2.4. Idea Clusters
There has be done some brainstorming session on the whole tattooing
process. Purpose with those were
to free out as much ideas as possible, think crazy, even not logicall. In
ideation process no ideas should be
underestimated.
In the beginning there were decided
what key questions are most important. Those were:

•

•

what do you do to get out of an
awkward situation?
what distracts you from pain?

3.2.5. Ideas we came up to
•
•

what helps against nausea?
what could go into 1st aid kit?

Here are ideas we came up to. Those
are divided into six concepts.

Firstly there were done 2 min rapin
ideations. Then, after going through
all post its, there were done another ideation session, but shorter (1
min).

1. Health and Posture concept
- First Aid situation - find out more
about it
- Waist strap
- Collapsible chair
- Posture secure device to protect
the back
- Improvement of tattoo artists chair

This excercice helped to put down
all more and less crazy ideas. It also
helped to sort thoughts that we’ve
got after all research and findings
that has been done in research
phase.

2. Privacy concept
- Instant curtain
- Support group blocker
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3. Tattoo instruments
- Anti-gravity tattoo pen
- Shadowless light
- Wear & tear tattoo machine - to
show with color how experienced
you are
4. App concept
- Tattoo artist ranking system
- Tattoo studio ranking system
- Ink expiring date manager

5. Covering up concept
- Sleeve - portable cover ups
- Latex gloves to cover hand tattoos

6. Choosing a tattoo concept
- Project tattoo on body (enlarge, color, shape)
- Temporary tattoo print

3.2. Ideation Phase
3.2.6. Presenting Ideas
In pictures to the right you can see some of ideas that
our group came up to.

Instant curtain (privacy concept) - reason for this
idea was that many tattoo studious are very opened
spaces, and person that is being tattooed are not getting much privacy. Instant curtain would help to cover in case of emergency or just if customer prefers to
have more privacy while getting a tattoo (f.ex. when
you are getting a tattoo on some privat zones).

Instant curtain
(Privacy concept)

First Aid Kit (health concept) - as we got to know
more about process of getting a tattoo, we got heard
more and more stories about people getting nausea,
going extremely down in blood sugar, even passing
out, puking or wetting oneself. It is definetely very
uncomfortable situation both for customer and for
artist. And tattoo artist seemed to be not so well prepared. That’s why we came ut to idea of making a first
aid kit with things that would help in this kind of situations. It could included extra panties, chocolate
bars, juice or something that could distract you from
pain.

First Aid Kit
(Health concept)

We’ve got feedback from tattoo artists on all ideas
we had and those two seemed to be most needed.
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3.2. Ideation Phase

3.2.7 Defining a concept
Based on feedback we’ve got from both teachers
and our cultural group, we decided to work on
first aid kit idea.

problems and was later rejected by the tattoo
artists.

Every tattoo studio is different and tackles
situ¬ations when customer passes out or getting
dizzy in many different ways. Every customer is
also unique and has different pain tolerances. We
took a step back and look at sit¬uation from bigger perspective. We are not only designing first
aid kit, but whole system around it. And we call
it Caring space, with Caring kit, in¬stead of First
aid kit so it does not sound as threatening. This
system is meant to make experience more comfortable and more controlled for both tattoo artist and customer.

The Heath and posture concepts were the best
received. The safety space of the tattoo artist
was a good idea to go for, and also the collapsible
chair was a good choice. But in the end, our group
chose the First-aid kit idea. Because the concept
of the tattooing space changes immediately to
an emergency space is very interesting one. And
the first-aid idea that provides privacy and items
for caring reflects the theme “collapsible space”
quite well. Other ideas were also discussed during the presentation. All other concepts had its
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3.3 Iteration Phase
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3.3. Iteration Phase
3.3.1 Storyboards
We made storyboards each on
how we think, based on researches and findings, scenario when
a cli-ent gets dizzy or passes out
during tattoo process, looks like.
What client feels, thinks and how
tattoo artist reacts.

Then we draw same situation,
but with Care space. Here we
connected some part of ”normal”
situa-tion with new solution, one
that we thought would make situation more comfortable for
both tattoo artist and client. This
was based on interviews and feedbacks we’ve got from clients.
It helped us to visualize our idea
of need of better care space, that
would make experience more
comfortable and less stressful for
both tattoo artist and client. Client would feel taken care of and
safe. Artist would react faster and
it would especially easier for new
artists who has never been in this
kind of situation.
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3.3. Iteration Phase
3.3.2. Sketches

Here are presented sketches of a box from
a brainstorming session. This was meant
to help to come to a conclusion of a box design for the care box.

Different shapes and opening solutions
were discussed. It was also attempted to
take a step away from the typical square
box look.
After getting feedback from cultural group,
it was decided to still go for an almost perfectly squared shaped box. It is going to
look best and fit in tattoo studious.
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3.3. Iteration Phase
3.3.3. Mock-Ups for Caring Kit

There were made some mock-up models, based
on sketches. There were experimented with different shapes and sizes, wanting to see what a
care box could look like.
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3.3.4. User Feedback and Further Work
After consulting with potential users,
our group received feedback on possible requirements for the product. The
shape or the function of the box is not
as important as the content inside.
The content of the box should dictate
the form of the box all together. Before these comments, the designs were
mostly irregular boxes that had interesting functions. The two ideas that was
well received was the cubic modular
storage unite, and the box that contained smaller units inside it.
The first modular cubic storage was later translated to the emergency care-kit
box. The advantage of this idea was its
space efficiency and the aesthetics. So
these two qualities were brought forward: maximizing utility while maintaining the cubic form. The modular
system however was disliked by the
group. They claim that they are always
fighting for space, something modular
like that would not save space but the

opposite. So the modular function was
removed.

The second idea of the box with smaller
units inside it was carried on. Instead of
creating one box, our group took a risk
and decided to expand the series. From
our feedback, once they receive this box
it would be likely that they throw the
big box away and just store the smaller
units here and there. Once again, relating back to the fighting for space argument. They suggested that it would be
nice if each unit contained a small portion of things that is necessary. And this
idea eventually grew into the aftercare
box which will be shown later on in this
report.

Modular cubic storage unit

From the same interview, suggestion of
material, form and placement were also
received. Our group concluded these
suggestions and formed the basis of
how to make our prototype.
Box with smaller units inside
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3.3. Iteration Phase
3.3.4. Product Decisions
In the next pages there is going to be presented design decisions that have been made on the products.
Color scheme:
The color of the whole series is mainly black and
white to match current color pallets of tattoo studios. Tattoo studios are filled with heavy graphics
and colors. In order to stand out in these chaotic
environments, large blocks of black and white were
used in the series to balance the chaotic.
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3.3. Iteration Phase

3.3.4. Caring Box

Conclusions made:

Requirements for Caring box:
• sterile material
• space efficient
• look stylish
• fit in with to the style
• fit on to a desk counter

•
•
•
•

Metal/ Plastic
Square to not take too much counter space and
build in the height instead.
Simplistic style and give space for them to decorate with stickers as such.
Vintage suitcase inspired look so it fits into the
environment
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Wood was chosen as the box material, this is due
to it being easier to work with as plastic and metal were difficult to work with and give this shape.
Therefore, it was decided to cover it with a film to
imitate the actual material its representing.

3.3. Iteration Phase

3.3.5. Personal Storage Bag
Requirements of personal sorage bag:
• Needs to keep items inside sterile
• Sterile material
• Easy to open
• Items easily grabbable
• Attachable to chair
• Fit in with to the style
• Attachable to chair

Conclusions made:
• Plastic container inside metal frame can be
• taken out to be washed to keep sterile.
• Metal/ Plastic
• Fit a drinking bottle or coffee cup
• Similar simplistic style and follow color scheme
• Attached with strap that clips on and off.
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First it was wanted to make the whole container
out of steel but then it was realized that the product would become unnecessarily heavy. Therefore it
was decided to use it only at the opening area, and
have the rest in plastic as a retractable plastic container. Then it would be lighter and more convenient. Then the plastic container could be taken out
of the metal frame and washed for more sterility.

3.3. Iteration Phase

3.3.6. After Care Box

Conclusions made:

Requirements of After care box:
• Easily mass producible
• Easily buildable by tattoo artists
• Fit items to be contained inside
• Fit in with to the style

•
•
•

Simple cardboard box with a basic open
and close function
Square to fit the style
Follow same color scheme
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It was made that the box could be easily assembled together and it would have a matching shape to the care box. It also is sized to fit
up to four travel size bottles as that is about
the amount of different treatment creams
needed afterwards.

3.3. Iteration Phase

3.3.7. Logo
Requirements for logo:
• Fit in with theme
• Fit in with culture group

Conclusions made:
•
•
•

Pin up nurse
Tatto style hand drawn logo
Similar collour shemes
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It was chosen to use a pinup nurse as our logo as
observed that studios had these pinup style drawn
women decorated around the studio and therefore
it would fit in with the culture group’s style. So it
was decided she would be used as our mascot and
the icon of our brand and service. A few different
versions were made, but we concluded she would
be the most fitting as she was the most fitting and
looked the most caring.

3.3. Iteration Phase
3.3.8. Flyer
Requirements for Flyer:
•
•
•

Fit in with theme
Easily readable
Understandable to the culture group

Conclusions:
•

Have clear key points one should remember to
prepare beforehand

The flyer contains added instructions on what to
prepare based on recommendations by the tattoo
artist we interviewed. It has the basic necessary information that are commonly forgotten to be mentioned but would be good for the customers to know
or be reminded. It would also make the process
more efficient and comfortable for the customers to
be prepared ahead of time.
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3.3. Iteration Phase
3.3.8. Product Conclusion
Following the guidelines that was set from before and feedback that was received from interviews, the basic color scheme was set to black
and white and the shapes very geometrical.
From these observations, our team designed the
aesthetics of the series to be black and white to
match the current color pallet of tattoo studios.
The heavy graphics in tattoo salons will allow
the large blocks of pure black and white to stand
out while not being too intrusive. In most of the
shops that was visited, vintage items were also
adored as a décor choice. The vintage style was
also merged into the series with the choice of
leather edges and the classic paper box.

Through the process, our group constantly cross
checked each of our ideas and design decisions
with the theme of “collapsible space” in mind.
This made sure that each piece of the CURA system demonstrated the idea of a collapsible space.

First of all, each step in the CURA system creates a care space when it is used. The Preparation pamphlet creates a string of events that the
clients should follow. The string of events are
all completed in different spaces outside of the
tattoo studio and the care space expands. The
slogan of “connecting the dots” is shown here
in connecting the pre-tattoo preparations into a
more meaningful ritual for the user. Transforming the space that would otherwise be anywhere
and meaningless.
The personal storage box provides a personal
space when the tattooee is on the tattoo chair.
During breaks, the personal storage can be
opened and turns the tattoo chair space into
their personal space. Instead of the painful and
stressing environment while the tattoo machine
is on, the whole space is changed into a relaxing
environment that the tattooee can enjoy their
familiar objects. When the break is over, all the
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items goes back into the storage, and the journey
continues.

The care kit explains the concept of collapsible
space by transforming itself from a inconspicuous box into an emergency care space. The box
contains the necessities that the artists would
need to take care of the client. Items inside the
box constructs a safe and caring space for the client quickly. When it is unneeded, everything goes
back into the box and disappears from sight.

3.3. Iteration Phase

The aftercare box acts similarly as the preparation pamphlet. It opens up a care space for
the tattooee to take care of his/her new tattoo.
The box contains 3-4 days’ worth of necessities
for the aftercare process. This expands the care
space of the tattoo artist from the studio into
a box. The self-care space is compressed into a
nicely sized box that the tatooee can bring with
them anywhere.

The CURA certification sticker is a special case of
collapsible space. Physically, it is a piece of sticker, but it entails the whole caring system that is
in place. It is a hidden storyline that is embedded
into the tattoo narrative that the tattooee would
not notice until they open the aftercare box. All of
CURA’s presence is hidden on the inside of objects.
Like explained earlier, the goal of CURA is to make
the whole experience more confortable; therefore
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the whole series is designed to merge into the tattoo studios. The obvious presences of a “care-kit”
would constantly remind the tattooee that “something might happen” which is counterproductive.
We designed CURA so that its meaning would not
be obvious to its users, but all of its meaning is collapsed into this certificate: we care.

3.4. Implementation Phase
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3.4. Implementation Phase
3.4.1. Prototype

To the right there are pistuces of Caring Box and
Personal Storage Bag that we’ve made. Below there are renderings f those two products, that shows
possibilities of making product in different colors.
In this case tattoo artists would e able to choose
CURA products that suits best their tattoo studiou
style
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3.4. Implementation Phase
3.4.2. Web Site. Design Choices
Background
The website is designed to be viewed by the following group of people ordered in importance:
tattoo artist, owners of tattoo studios, and their clients.
•
•

Tattoo artists and studio owners tend to deal
with a lot of fully saturated imagery every day.
Work is very busy, this group does not want to
talk about work when work is done.

•
•
•

•
•

Every artist has their own unique style, negative space is very important in this case
Try not to “sell” them anything.
Tattoo artists likes gadgets, as long as they
don’t have to pay for it.

Tattoo artists likes gadgets, as long as they
don’t have to pay for it.
These artists cares about their customers
and has a very close bond with most of
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•

•

them. But they are often very “cold” on the
outside.
Content such as the theme of “Collapsible
space” is not included in the website because it would not make much sense to
explain it to the artists that does not care
about the birthplace of the project.
Customer loyalty is usually built through
one session. But it depends on the artist

3.4. Implementation Phase
Overall design choices
•

•

•

•

•

Our group tried to select warm color images to
tie back to the caring vibe that we try to create
through CURA. This also ties back to the nature of tattoo artists who are cold on the outside
(lowered saturation) and warm on the inside
(caring and warm images)
All images in the website is either loyalty-free,
has a CC0 licence and free for personal or
commercial use. All photos used are produced
by our group members to minimize the risk of
copy-right issues.
The theme that is quite fitting, but due to the
limitations in the theme, our group could not
adjust to a warmer color of the fonts. We would
prefer a font that is all san serif, but it could not
be done.
The whole layout of the theme is quite simple.
And only the essentials are used. The menu up
top, a product section, a research section and
the creator section. The website is supposed
to be a hybrid between a product display and
background research.
We purposefully took out the product development section. This section is not important to
the viewers, and it might be more distracting
than informative.
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3.4. Implementation Phase
Visual Choices
Another divider that we tried to implement is similar to the one below:

The whole website is quite dark and has low color saturation. This is to
make it more comfortable for artists who deal with many colors and imagery every day.
Dots and circular visuals are repeatedly used

There was plan to create a divider with dots of different grey scale like
below:
This was also given up because it does not seem to fit with the existing
theme. And also the image adjusts itself on different platforms: mobile
and monitor, it only looks good on one but not the other because of scale.

But it did not work as planned because the theme itself does not support
anything that is between each section. And it could not be added to the
pre-set title styles.

Instead of physical graphics, our group added “·” to fronts and back of all
the titles to relate it back to the “connect the dots” slogan.
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4.0 Presentation Evaluation
4.1. Planning the Presentation - Visuals
- Black, white and grey was used
as our primarily colors for the
whole presen-tation because that
is the color scheme of our product line.

- Simple visual language with just
lines and dots. Our audience, the
tattoo artists, are very imagery
intensive people. But because
they deal with so much different
imagery and visualisation every
day, we want to give them room
to breath and make things as simple as possible.
- Our presentation had almost
none pictures. Reason for this is
that every shop does things their
own way and every tattoo artist is
different. If we used pictures, we
may be faced with many questions and disagreements. And if the
image were not studio related, it
would seem off-topic.
- When it comes to product pictu-

res, we’ve chosen to have only
partial details shown in presentation to draw more attention to
the live demostration and physical models.
- Instead of CURA, the name of the
product, we use · CURA · , where
the name connects two dots. The
font of “· CURA ·”is always made
different from the rest of the text.
Making it stand out more.
- Dot and dotted lines elements
are repeatedly used for almost
every page relating to the slogan
(“connecting the dots”). Most text
is displayed in point form to also
match the theme.

- The dots indicates the order,
length and importance of each section through how high it is, and
percentage in greyscale (the darker the more emphasis, and the
higher up, the more emphasis).
The dots connecting also acts as a
milestone for the audience.

Visuals were used to physically
show the action of connecting
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4.0 Presentation Evaluation
4.2. Planning the Presentation - Mascot

- Cura the Mascot is a part of the presentation. She is supposed to be here
and there and you would not notice her.
The same feeling that our product is intendent to do. Being here and there, but
not having too much presence.

4.3. Planning the Presentation - Choice of Language

We ave decided to hold our sales presen-tation for tattoo artists. Therefor
we needed to adjust both content, tone
and language we are using.
While meeting tattoo artists, here were
intended many embrassing jokes about
career. Tattoo artists occupation is
often very stressing and they tend to
combat it with a carefree tone.

Tattoo artists enjoy dark humor. They
tend to maintain a mean personality on
the outside. Since this sales presen-tation was designed to be presented to the
tattoo artists as our audience, we also
changed the tone of the whole presentation to suit their taste.

More simple terms and carefree words
were used when describing everything.
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For example:

”A bunch of stuff that would
make your life a lot easier”

instead of:

”A system of products that is
de-signed to make the tattoo
experience more controlled and
comfortable holisti-cally for both
the tattoo artist and the client”

Many live examples (that is not as appropriate to a normal audience) were
used as supporting material to make
the presentation more connected and
realistic. For example:

”This job is super tiring, especially after a hangover.”

4.0 Presentation Evaluation
4.4. Feedback

We feel that presentation when much
better than expected. We are very happy with result we managed to get in so
short time.

here, but not truly a part of the narrative. Reason for this was that we wanted to incorporate Cura Mascot into the
presentation as organically as possible,
in the same way how our product - not
having too much presence.

Feedback that we got from audience
was mostly about the text on slides. In
some slides there were too much text,
in some slides text were different from
the speech, making it difficult to follow.

Cura Mascot had a conflict with the simplistic visuals that we were going for
and it distracted audience by appearing
and dissapering in slides.

We could have made background
de-scription of the audience clearer and
set the personality better.

The argumentation part was too long.
And we should have spent more time
explaining the whole system.

Our mascot that we had appeared in
some slides. We got comments on that
we should have made more connection to her. She seemed to be there, and

Audience liked ”connecting the Dots”
idea and theme.
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5.0 Conclusion
The whole project was filled with ups and downs.
Our group took a detour when we realized we have
initially chosen a group that is not special. We then
changed the selected group from “heavily tattooed
people” to “tattoo artist” from the ideation stage.
But other than that, the whole process was fairly
smooth. Our group dove deep into the culture of
tattoo artists and fully understood all we can. Many
discoveries were made in regards to this group: the
reason for the negative stigma around the group,
the exclusiveness of the community and the amount
the stress that goes behind each tattoo.

The next step to CURA would be an online first-aid
test that all tattoo artists would have to pass in order for a certificate can be released for a studio. New
medical information relating to the industry would
be updated regularly and the certificate would be
renewed yearly or bi-yearly. Different rankings in
safety knowledge would yield different certificates
(like the LEED certification). Owning certain safety
equipment or practicing certain safety procedures
would grant points. The more points a studio has,
the better the ranking (Silver, Gold, Platinum, Dia-

If this project were to have a longer time span, user
testing and another round of product edition would
definitely be something that we would like to run.
But due to the time constraint, this was not possible.
Another regret was the collaboration that never got
to happen in the ideation stage. The artists were too
busy to collaborate in a design session that we have
planned. The session was supposed to reveal more
insight into the tattooing process and problems that
they find the most annoying.
Despite these drawbacks, our group made up for
the missing information by doing one-on-one interviews with clients, understanding the whole tattoo process in detail. Direct observations were also
made to gather firsthand data of the procedure. We
understood the difficulty in work-life balance of tattoo artists and the stress on both their bodies and
mind. Throughout the process, we have built empathy towards this group and came up with a product
that we believe would truly help them.
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mond etc.). The CURA product line would expand,
and the system would become an industry standard. This would also become a rating system that
customers can rely on when they choose shops to
get their tattoos from. Currently, the tattoo industry
is loosely regulated. There are industry “rules” that
studios follow, but not any mandatory licencing is
needed to give another person a tattoo. In the future
CURA would connect more dots, providing a more
controlled and confortable experience holistically
for both the tattoo artist and the client.
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